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Bear news 

In May, Kuterevo Bear Refuge was the host for different 

stakeholders related to bear management. The main 

reason for gathering was sterilization of two youngest 

bears. During two days practical and theoretical workshops 

of intervention teams for big carnivores took place as well 

as regular annual meeting of hunting unit leaseholders and 

Large carnivore commission. For now, the annual hunting 

quota in Croatia stays around 10% or 100 individuals. This 

year, hunting on young females (less than 100kg) is 

stimulated and promoted, what should reduce imbalance 

in sexual structure of the population. In the last years, due 

to trophy hunting vast majority of killed bears were old, 

mature, healthy males, what certainly could not have a 

positive impact on population. Among members of the 

intervention teams, bear and wolf experts, representatives 

from ministries in charge and Institution for nature 

conservation, the refuge hosted guests from Montenegro, 

Turkey, UK, Slovenia and Serbia. 

Gardening times 

Leaving the computer, enjoying with the sun, getting inspired 

for the "God Garlic" and go to the garden. We said goodbye to 

the snow in ours gardens and following the rules of the nature 

we enjoy our time planting in our permaculture and traditional 

gardens. Older ladies from the village show us their knowledge 

and experience and we spent some time together in the big 

traditional garden. Thanks Teta Kaja, Dragica i Mira :) 

 

Dobar dan prijatelji medvjeda Kuterevo!  

During this spring, a lot of things happened in the bear refuge. With the comeback of beautiful days, bears have enjoyed in 

spring vegetation and volunteers have enjoyed working outside and welcoming lots of visitors. This spring is also special 

because it's been 10 years since the first orphan cub came to Kuterevo, what we will remember on the summer Solstice day. 

Here is a short overview of our last activities, about what you can also read on our blog. 

Welcome to the new volunteers! 

New volunteers came with the sun. Our team is 

now bigger with the arrival of Irene (Spain) and 

of two new EVS volunteers, Helena (Sweden) 

and Kristine (Latvia). We are very happy to 

welcome them and to share Kuterevo moments 

with them! We also enjoyed the presence of 

Vesna, Maja, Renan, Milica, Pedro, Nathalie, 

Lennart, Nadia and Tasso who came to help us 

this spring. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact 

Velebitska Udruga Kuterevo 

Pod Crikvon 109, 53225 Kuterevo 

Phone: +385 53 799 001 

Blog: http://kuterevo.wordpress.com 

Email contacts: 

kuk-kuterevo@gs.t-com.hr 

kuterevo.volunteers@gmail.com  

 

 
Greetings from the Kuterevo team!  

Ivan Crnković Pavenka, Helena Poućki, Zoe Egea, Maximilian Kalić, Daniel Comte, Millo 

Penault, Amélie Jaquet, Irene Perez Reverte, Helena Davidsson, Kristine Valtere 

Dobra Žaba 

This beautiful weather of spring is 

perfect for all creatures to go out. 

Therefore Milo and Daniel organized 

workshops about nature for schools. The 

main topic was amphibians, children 

could learn about different Croatian 

species, frog’s biology and the reasons of 

their decline. Moreover, to be more 

careful about those little sensitive 

animals, the two “frenches” organized 

several actions to protect them against 

car’s traffic. Those actions consisted in 

installing nets along the road and 

installing signs. For this they had the help 

of a team of volunteers from Otočac High 

School! 

Going to Germany… 

Beginning of May… the volunteer team 

started a trip to go to Germany, to visit 

the Bäerenfreunde organization, which 

has supported the refuge for years, and to 

visit a bear refuge in the Black Forest. 

However, a car crash in Slovenia stopped 

our trip! Everybody was fine, but not our 

van. We stayed two days in Slovenia, 

helped by wonderful Grabarac family who 

welcomed us and did everything they 

could for us. We are sorry that we could 

not go to Germany, but we keep a very 

special souvenir of this adventure, 

amazing example of friendship and 

solidarity. Thanks again to all the people 

who helped us! 

 

Renovation of the volunteers’ station 

The volunteers who know the bear refuge will not 

recognize it anymore! Indeed, this spring, we 

worked with the help of several “Kuterevski 

maestore” on the renovation of the volunteers’ 

station but also on an extension for the souvenir 

shop. Thanks to Bruno and Faton who ran a 

workshop about solar collectors, and Mirko and Vivi 

who helped in installation, volunteers we will also 

be able to take warm showers this summer! And for 

the groups coming soon, a new kitchen is under 

construction! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But also… 

Besides all mentioned, we are finalizing the 

official web-page of the refuge, coordinating 

construction work around the public water 

tank, building a new road above the big bear 

enclosures and preparing activities for 

summer voluntary groups, workcamps and 

volunteers. We are far from being bored ;-) 
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